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1n � Pruthvi Das 
� Game Designer

pruthvidas. wixsite.com/folio 

linkedin.com/in/ daspruthvi96 

pruthvidas@gmail.com 

+91-9945585895

18=1 Profile
I love experimental and cinematic games. They influenced me to get into game design. With the

zeal of a gamer, I want to design simple yet creative experiences for people to enjoy. 

<Qt Education
MAGES Institute of Excellence, Singapore 

2017-2)18 
Diploma in Game Design 

Jain University, Bangalore 

2012-2Jl4 
Specialization in Accounting, Statistics, Business 
and Economics 

� Work Experience
Game Design Consultant, Pinaka Interactive

September 201 9 - Present 
Worked on multiple casual/hyper-casual games. 
Designed core mechanics and added additional 
game-changing elements. Conducted research 
on sound and music to fit the theme and setting. 
Maintained design documens and played a 
major role in feedback, playtesting, and level 
design for puzzle games. 

Game Designer, NammaLore fntelfainmenl 

April 2018- September 2Jl 9 
Lead designer for client-based projects and IPs 
primarily focused on social impact and other
causes. 

Designed primary and secondary mechanics, 
and was in charge of narrative design and con
tent writing. Played key roles in brainstorming, 
game testing and user experience. Briefly worked 
on a gamified VR healthcare project as a sole de
signer. 

Game Design Intern, NammaLore Enterlainmenl

October 2018- April 2Jl 9 
Interned as a designer, with focus on gamifying 
social causes and client-based projects. Actively 
participated in design discussions and documen
tation, brainstorming, and wireframing. 

Skills�

Wireframes, game mechanics and UX 

Good knowledge on Unity, Maya, 
Photoshop and Rigging 

Fair knowledge on data-driven design 

Fund a men ta I programming 
knowledge and prototyping 

Qualities

Top-notch brainstorming 
and documenting skills 

Excellent written and 
verbal communication skills 

Great quality assurance 
and feedback 

Organizational skills such as 
Multitasking and Scrum 
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Analytical mindset and eagerness 
to find solutions for challenges 
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Interests C!J>

Gaming Travelling Voice Acting 

Writing Low Poly Art Drumming 
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